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EXPLORE, pp. 13–17

One day, we were having lunch at Bonniers Konsthall, 
an art museum not far from our new studio. On the wall 
of the restaurant, the interior architect had placed sound 
absorbing panels. But not just any panel, a specific type  
of grey square that we knew from our childhood that 
covered ceilings in schools, gyms, etc. In a semi-nostalgic 
state, we began investigating where these panels came 
from and found a single manufacturer in Österby, not far 
from Tranås in the south of Sweden. 

Most people that grew up in Sweden know this panel. 
It might not be something that people necessarily pay 
attention to, but the fact that it is used by all governmental 
institutions and most office contractors, makes the chance 
of a Swede ever seeing one, very high. The material was 
rough and smooth at the same time, something we thought 
would be suitable for the general feel we had created in our 
studio. We sent for samples and received two types of grey. 
Immediately we began experimenting, ‘this is something 
we can add a little colour to’, we thought.

Our passion for the material grew and we decided visit 
the only factory in Sweden which produced the panels. 
We travelled to Österby and the family owned company 
called Träullit. Upon our arrival we meet Bengt Rääf—the 
local hero, father of two and factory owner. He showed us 
around and spoke passionately about the material they 
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produced, wood wool, a mix between cement, water and 
wood. We giggled a little when we realised that the walls, 
ceilings, cabinets, in fact the entire factory, was covered in 
the wood wool, even the signs on the doors. But Bengt had 
every right to be proud. Sound absorbing, fire resistant, 
moisture regulating, heat distributing, and made using 
natural materials—wood wool was as good as gold. 

BAUX VENTURE, pp. 19–23

During the year of the Market, we had the opportunity to 
met Johan Ronnestam. He was, just like us, a man of many 
projects—an entrepreneur with a background in business 
strategy and planning. He had written an article about TID 
and we invited him to the studio. 

He began asking questions about Träullit and the joint 
venture solution we made a couple of years earlier, 
creating the sub brand Träullit Décor. Johan was curious 
and seemed to find the prospect with the beautiful wood 
wool material intriguing. A couple of months later he 
came back to the studio, this time with a friend—Fredrik 
Franzon. Fredrik worked as a consultant, optimising 
supply chains. Together we sat down and dissected the 
opportunities with the collaboration we had with Träullit 
and the now world-famous hexagons. 

From Ronnestam’s perspective, the problem was that the 
product itself was not his to optimise. It belonged to Form 
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Us With Love and Träullit, so he asked Johan to set up 
another meeting. 

They came with some ideas on how to optimise the 
running of the production and create an international sales 
team. Even had a new name, to make it sound international.

After only a year with our wood wool we launched the 
brand we call BAUX. 

CONCEPT

BAUX TILES, pp. 25–47

We were ready to re-launch the new Venture brand—
BAUX and its very first collection the BAUX Tiles. We had 
been in contact with Peter Johansson at the real estate 
company, Atrium Ljungberg to see if he had any large 
walls we could use to build our first BAUX installation on. 
We found one at large industrial machine manufacturer 
Atlas Copco’s headquarters—nine hundred square meters 
for us to build on.

On the day of launch, more than a hundred press folk 
were in the audience. For us, it was a great starting point. 
But little did we know that, from the press generated, the 
material would go viral. Shortly after the press release  
the mail started coming from the architectural and design 
community, hundreds of requests came in every day. 
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One of the mails came from the fashion designer, Stella 
McCartney. She wanted tiles for her flagship store in 
Milan. This is when we realised BAUX was indeed setting 
off, to become something larger than what we ever could 
have anticipated. 

BAUX PANELS, pp. 49–79

BAUX’s first year on the market was remarkable. 
Piles of orders were coming daily and sales growing 
continuously. Requests came in from Google, Nike and 
Volvo. However we noticed that the orders matched 
the sizes of the walls in the images we sent out in our 
first press release. To push larger orders, we needed to 
launch something wider. 

We travelled to the Träullit factory in Österby and spent 
time analysing the production once again. In order to 
enlarge the idea from the hexagons we’d have to do so 
while keeping the flexibility and design. 

At first, we made a series of sketches, initially very 
expressive styles of large colour patterns. It was as if we 
were on to something, but we were not quite there yet. We 
let the ideas rest for a bit and began tackling the patterns 
from another angle, ‘what if we make a perfect grid?’

For the launch, Johan Ronnestam wanted to make a 
massive wall in the forest outside of the factory. The idea 
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sounded grand but it made a lot of sense. Shortly after, 
the installation was in the making and Jonas Lindström 
documented the work. BAUX Panels became yet another 
major international breakthrough. 

BAUX PIXEL, pp. 81–94

As with all our projects, our philosophy is set on designing 
real change within the area we’re working. Once more, we 
went down to the Träullit factory in Österby to spend time 
with Bengt.

For this, our third collection, we spent time investigating 
the thickness of the panels being produced. Previously 
we had only been looking at one standardised thickness 
and, studying the production, we realised that altering the 
thickness was an easy move to apply. 

In addition, we found that building a sound absorbing 
wall with alternating heights and thicknesses, created a 
better sound quality and a great sense of dimension for the 
overall interior experience. 

The result was BAUX Pixel. The name stemming from 
Johan Ronnestam’s (BAUX co-founder) love for video 
games. The collection was presented in a moving 
visual by artist Andreas Lübeck and musician Daniel 
Wallberg, a.k.a. Smutskatt, one of Sweden’s most creative 
beat makers.
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QUALIFY

Throughout our first factory tour we were told that Träullit 
manufactured and sold panels across the Swedish market 
only. We asked about the potential for international sales, 
and Bengt replied that there was simply no market for it. 
‘The distribution would cost more than the material itself,’ 
he said. ‘There are producers in other countries that supply 
their local markets,’ he added. We were not convinced. 
Driving home we discussed the potential of the material—it 
was a fairly easy conclusion—and we all agreed, together we 
would find an international market for Swedish wood wool.

We are incredibly proud of the progress we have made,  
but still we wanted to push things forward. We were only in 
the very beginning of our journey. In 2015, we tripled our 
turnover and distributed our products to more than thirty 
countries. Every day, there were at least fifty-odd requests 
in the inbox, people ordering tiles and panels without any 
active selling. Large architecture firms, such as Gensler 
in San Francisco made orders and we sent samples 
to Starbucks, Bang & Olufsen, Nike, Adidas, BMW, 
McDonalds—you name it. 

Our PR strategy has proven successful, but imagine what 
the company would look like with an active distribution 
network of agents and salespeople across the globe. 

Still room for more.







Träullit factory Österbymo, 2011.13 EXPLORE



Office sign, Träullit factory 
Österbymo, 2011.14 EXPLORE



Träullit factory Österbymo, 2011.15 EXPLORE



Träullit factory Österbymo and wood 
wool texture, 2011.16 EXPLORE



Creative workshop at the studio 
in Stockholm, 2011.17 EXPLORE





First product, the hexagon tile installed 
at Form Us With Love Studio, 2011.19 BAUX VEnTURE



Press images, 2011.20 BAUX VEnTURE



Johan Ronnestam, 2013.21 BAUX VEnTURE



Fredrik Franzon, 2013.22 BAUX VEnTURE



Founder photo, Fredrik, Johan, Petrus, 
John and Jonas, 2013.23 BAUX VEnTURE





Early pattern sketches, 2013.25 BAUX TILES



Small Triangle tile, 2014.26 BAUX TILES



The First collection of geometric 
shaped BAUX tile, 2014.27 BAUX TILES



Tile measurements, 2014.
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Colour range and shapes, 2014.

COPY & PASTE – MIX & MATCH – COLOR & CREATE

CLOUDS WOODS SKY IN THE SEA HEAT OF THE SUN EARTH & MOUNTAIN

NCS 9000-N

NCS S 7502 - B

NCS S 2502- B

NCS S 0300-N

NCS S 6020- B

NCS S 4020- G10Y

NCS S 1020-G

NCS S 1010-G30Y

NCS S3050-R90B

NCS S 3020-B10G

NCS S 0530-B10G

NCS S 2020-B70G

NCS S 4040-R10B

NCS 3040-R10B

NCS S 1030-R10B

NCS S 0520-Y80R

NCS S 5020-Y90R

NCS 3050-Y40R

NCS S 2030-Y40R

NCS S 1510-R40B
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Pattern and colour experiment, 2013.30 BAUX TILES



Hexagon pattern, 2013.31 BAUX TILES



Triangle pattern in mock-up 
context, 2013.32 BAUX TILES



Triangle pattern in mock-up context 
of a big space, 2013.33 BAUX TILES



Samples and pattern proposals, 2013.34 BAUX TILES



Altas Copco Head office, BAUX Launch 
Exhibition, Stockholm, 2014.35 BAUX TILES



Sketches and rendering on the BAUX 
Launch Exhibition space rented of 
Atrium Ljungberg. Stockholm, 2014.36 BAUX TILES



First concept sketch on the BAUX 
Launch Exhibition, 2014.37 BAUX TILES



Preparation for the BAUX 
launch exhibition, 2014.38 BAUX TILES



BAUX launch party installation 
pattern, 2014.
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BAUX tile wall installation, 2014.40 BAUX TILES



Preparation for the BAUX 
launch exhibition, 2014.41 BAUX TILES



World map pattern making, 2014.42 BAUX TILES



World map rendering, 2014.43 BAUX TILES



BAUX tile rendering circle and BAUX 
tile rendering mixed, 2014.44 BAUX TILES



BAUX tile rendering parallelogram 
and triangle and BAUX tile rendering 
square and rectangle, 2014.45 BAUX TILES



BAUX tile rendering University 
Inspiration pattern. Mixed tiles. 2014.46 BAUX TILES



BAUX tile rendering University 
Inspiration pattern, Lecture hall. 
Mixed tiles. 2014.47 BAUX TILES





BAUX Product development 
ideation, 2014.49 BAUX PAnELS



BAUX Panels CnC pattern 
sketching, 2014.50 BAUX PAnELS



Jonas together with Bengt Rääf. Old 
träullit panels on one of the factory’s 
industrial building, 2014.51 BAUX PAnELS
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Träullit factory visit in Österbymo and
prototyping of BAUX Panels,2014.53 BAUX PAnELS
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Träullit factory visit in Österbymo and
prototyping of BAUX Panels, 2014.55 BAUX PAnELS
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Träullit factory visit in Österbymo and
prototyping of BAUX Panels, 2014.57 BAUX PAnELS



Träullit factory visit in Österbymo and 
prototyping of BAUX Panels, 2014.58 BAUX PAnELS



Final drawings, 2014.
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BAUX Panels collection together 
with colour, 2014.

COPY & PASTE – MIX & MATCH – COLOR & CREATE

CLOUDS WOODS SKY IN THE SEA HEAT OF THE SUN EARTH & MOUNTAIN

NCS 9000-N

NCS S 7502 - B
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BAUX Panels Quilted and BAUX Panels 
Horizontal final products, 2015.61 BAUX PAnELS



BAUX Panels Vertical and BAUX Panels 
Check final products, 2015.62 BAUX PAnELS



BAUX Panels Diagonal final 
product, 2015.63 BAUX PAnELS



Träullit factory Österbymo, BAUX 
Panels launch photo. Log used for the 
wood wool production, 2015. 64 BAUX PAnELS



Träullit factory Österbymo, BAUX 
Panels launch photo. Grained 
wood, 2015.65 BAUX PAnELS



Träullit factory Österbymo, BAUX 
Panels launch photo. Finished 
panel, 2015.66 BAUX PAnELS



Close to the Träullit factory 
Österbymo, BAUX Panels launch photo. 
Building the panel wall, 2015.67 BAUX PAnELS



Close to the Träullit factory 
Österbymo, BAUX Panels launch photo. 
Building the panel wall, 2015.68 BAUX PAnELS



Close to the Träullit factory 
Österbymo, BAUX Panels launch 
photo, 2015.69 BAUX PAnELS



BAUX Panels rendering, 2015.70 BAUX PAnELS



BAUX Panels rendering, 2015.71 BAUX PAnELS



BAUX Panels rendering, 2015.72 BAUX PAnELS



BAUX Panels rendering, 2015.73 BAUX PAnELS



BAUX Panels rendering, 2015.74 BAUX PAnELS



BAUX Panels rendering, 2015.75 BAUX PAnELS



BAUX Panels rendering, 2015.76 BAUX PAnELS



BAUX Panels rendering, 2015.77 BAUX PAnELS





3D-pixels pattern, 2015.79 BAUX PIXEL



3D-pixels pattern, 2015.80 BAUX PIXEL



3D-pixels pattern, 2015.81 BAUX PIXEL



Development of BAUX 3D-pixels 
begins, 2015.82 BAUX PIXEL



Development of BAUX 3D-pixels, early 
rendering, 2015.83 BAUX PIXEL



BAUX 3D-pixels drawing, 2015.84 BAUX PIXEL



BAUX 3D-pixels, all measurement, 2015.
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BAUX 3D-pixels launch video and 
graphics, 2015.86 BAUX PIXEL



BAUX 3D-pixels rendering, 2015.87 BAUX PIXEL



BAUX 3D-pixels rendering, 2015.88 BAUX PIXEL



BAUX 3D-pixels rendering, 2015.89 BAUX PIXEL



BAUX 3D-pixels rendering, 2015.90 BAUX PIXEL



BAUX 3D-pixels rendering, 2015.91 BAUX PIXEL
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COMPAnIES

Altas Copco
Atrium Ljungberg
BAUX AB
Google
Göterborgsposten
Microsoft
nike
Stella McCartney
SVT
TID no. 1
Träullit
Volvo

PRODUCTS AnD PROJECTS

BAUX Panels
BAUX Pixels
Hexagon
Träullit Decor

CITIES

Stockholm, Sweden
Tranås, Sweden
Österby, Sweden
Österbymo, Sweden

PLACES

Altas Copco Head office
Bonniers Konsthall
Träullit Factory

PEOPLE

Anna Hellströmer
Bengt Rääf
Erik Rääf
Fredrik Franzon
Jens Hindersson
Johan Ronnestam
Jonas Lindström
Jonas Pettersson
Peter Johansson
Petrus Palmer
Thomas Plogby
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